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Psalm regarded, though not directly so addressed, more as
a kind and noble friend (kalyana-mitta).
In this connection, it should be noted, that, in Buddhist
hagiology, there is no premium placed on the state of
virginity as such. The Founder himself was a husband
and father, and the most eminent Sisters were, three-
fourths of them, matrons, not virgins.1
It is also worthy of passing remark, that of the four
notorious Magdalens who found peace and purity in the
Order of Bbikkhunls—Addhakasi, Vimala, Abhaya's Mother,
and Ambapali—not one expresses any deep feeling of
personal attachment to the Teacher. Had they been of
such a temperament, it is probable their past life might
have proved impossible for them.2
Not a less interesting circumstance is it, when the
rescued soul's devotion fastens itself upon a woman saviour,
as is shown notably in the loyalty professed for Patacara,
the Great Pajapati, Dhammadinna and Uppalavanna.''*
The last two have individual acknowledgments paid them,
but the first-named—a veritable Maicr Consolatrix—ib
hailed by a school of Bhikkhums as their sovereign Lady
* Like vinto Sakha o'er the Thrice Ten Gods."*
Hers is the system or sasana that they obey; the Master
himself is not for th^m in the foreground of their cult.
From whatever motive and through whatever agency the
Sisters had found their way into the Order, it is clear that
with the change a new and varied life opened up for them.
We see in the verses the expression of energies and emotions
newly awakened or diverted into new channels. Even
where the poems breathe rest and peace, their tone is
exalted and hedonistic, telling of
1	Augwttara, N-ikaya, i. 25.
2	' The loose woman and the nun . . . have this in common, that
they are both the outcome of the refusal among womankind to accept
married relations on the basis of the subjection imposed by the father-
age ' (L. Eckensteiii, op. cit., 5).
3	Ps. xlviii.-L, Iviii., xxx. xxxiv., xxxviii., Ixx.

